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This is an updated version of the book that accurately predicted the global stock market crash of

2008, the bursting of the real estate bubble, and Ben Bernanke's unprecedented overreaction via

'Quantitative Easing' programs. First published in 2008, the book quickly became a bestseller not

just for its timely insight into precious metals investment -- but for its amazingly accurate prediction

of a 'Roller Coaster Crash' -- the manipulated whipsaw between inflation, deflation and back again.

In this latest update to his book, author Michael Maloney adds his thoughts on what has played out

so far, what we may be facing soon, and how gold and silver can help you transform the coming

economic storm into a once in a lifetime opportunity.Gold & Silver have served as the ultimate

safe-haven from financial chaos throughout history, and today is no exception. All the underlying

fundamentals that caused the financial meltdown of 2008 have not been solved, but have been

magnified by the actions of the world's central banks. The bailouts, currency creation, market

manipulation, derivatives expansion, and growth of the "too big to fail" banks only guarantee that the

next crisis will make the crash of 2008 look like a speed-bump on the way to the main event. Never

in history has the global economy stood at such a precipice, and never in history has it been more

vital to understand how, why and where to invest in gold and silver.
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I've read every book there is on gold and silver and this is the best by a country mile. If you are new

to this topic, this book may change your life. Not only will you learn everything you need to know

about HOW to invest in gold and silver, you'll also learn WHY. If the buffoonery of our politicians and



Wall St have left you scratching your head and wondering what the hell is going on, Maloney's

insights into monetary history will make things crystal clear. History repeats, but with a little twist

each time. It's wonderfully written, and the recent updates are a great addition to what has become

the gold and silver bible. Can't recommend this highly enough, get yourself a copy now.

Amazing read. I found it very entertaining. Mike's relaxed storytelling style of writing makes some of

the more tedious/complicated financial facts interesting and enlightening. Will recommend to all my

friends and family. The information on these pages are worth their weight in gold. Pun intended

Mr. Maloney condenses years worth of research and study into a book for the lay person. I highly

recommend it. I also highly recommend his You Tube channel. It was because of Mr. Maloney's

work that I bought both gold and silver.

I spend too much time researching the economy, politics, money (currency), gold, silver, etc. I trust

this author and recommend this book, check out his website too if you haven't already for a LOT

more related resources. Good Luck!

I wanted to educate myself about precious metal basics and understand how/what to do with metals

you own physically. The book does a good job on that as well as explain various reporting and IRS

related information when buying/selling physical precious metals. There is also historical

background about currency (paper money) and precious metals and economics.I found some of the

precious metal history and economic arguments for precious metals holding their value to be useful.

However, the book does do a little of self promotion and public relations for the author and his

company, which I didn't like.

It was good. Not great because the latter half of the book touted Mahoney's products. Interesting

historical pieces, but way biased being that this guy makes a living selling precious metals...and

books on precious metals. I'd recommend anything by Harry Dent. More practical, Mahoney thinks

income producing assets like real estate are great, however 80% of a portfolio should be allocated

to precious metals?? C'mon man/.

Well worth reading in particular for allocation in gold coins to pure bullion vs numismatic value. The

author changes view and recommends older but unclassified gold coins e.g., AU. The reason for



this change from the former recommendation of straight gold eagles is not clear.

I got duped! How can a # 1 seller be nothing more than a re-edited book? This is the exact copy of

Michael Maloney's, "Rich Dad's Advisors: Guide to Investing In Gold and Silver: Protect Your

Financial Future" that was published in 2008. He did add a few new lines of print on this issue, but it

was mostly just correction and excuses to validate his incorrect statements in 2008 edition. I was

hesitant to write this review because I was going to return the book and was told not to bother. 

credited my account without me sending the book back to them. But, I felt others should know what

a rip this book is if you had read and/or purchased his 2008 book. Now, if you hadn't read the 2008

edition, it could be a 3 or 4 star.
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